
Date: 13 Feb 2019 
Time: 1600 -1700 
Venue: Hwee Xian’s Office 
 
 
Attendee:  

1. Nicholas Thian  
2. Celine Chua 
3. Raylene Ng 
4. Ryder Kin 
5. Anicia Gan 
6. Ryan Yang 

  
 
Agenda: 

1) Mid Terms Slides 
 
Supervisor meeting 13/02: 
General: 

-          Put slide number on every slide 
-          Do introduction of team members once can already 
-          Don’t need to go through agenda 
-          Suggested flow: tech complexity, UAT, scope, schedule, metrics, risk/change mgmt. 
-          Postal Code use reverse geocoding 

To ask sponsors: 
-          Need photos of the current as-is 

Problem statement and Value to sponsor: 
-          Must link 
-          Need to show how bad the current situation is. (e.g. is you talk about time 
consuming, you quantify the issue. How many people needed, how much time spent 
JUST TO PLAN THE TRAIL) 
-          E.g. in a typical trail right now, which takes place once or twice every quarter, how 
many staffs and hrs needed to plan, etc  
-          Quantify admin side problem 
-          Participants problem: how you know there is a lack of engagement? Disinterested? 
Bad feedbacks? Create a google form and send to only staffs to ask if they rmb about 
the engaging u programme 
-          Value to sponsor 
- Link back to problem of the admin. 
- For points: real-time knowledge and communication with participants, we need to 
mention that these were problems for the admin in the problem statement. Why do they 
need the communication with the participants? 



-   Group them into categories (3 main points) (e.g. Improve productivity: grp the 1st 
and last point tgt) 

- We need to add value-add to participants and link to the problem statement. 
(Give them a form to ask about past experience with the previous engaging u to 
show they weren’t engaged then past them another form after our UAT to show 
that they ARE HAPPY with ours now whoop) 

- Put value to sponsors after the demo so reviewer can relate to it after 
experiencing using the app. 

Demo: 
-          Put stickers on the actors to show who they are 
-          Integrate the 2 parts into one demo. Carry the paper and walk: 3 days before trail… 
-          Admin: Welcome our 4 new staff. since there are 4 of you, you will be divided into a 2 
teams of two BLAH BLAH BLAH 
-          Before the demo, present the architecture. Show a map visualization. 
- Describe how all components are link together (hotspots, location, trail, mission, narrative) 
A trail is made up of…. Each hotspot has a narrative to…, a mission to… 
Prepare answers in case reviewer ask why can have multiple narrative for each hotspot (can let 
creator decide which narrative/aspects of the school they want to introduce/focus on) 
Increase the range for the geofencing 
  
Tech complexity: 
-          Add one slide on how we solved the synchronisationà backend point need to handle 
multiple request at 1 time, need a socket to ensure that task is updated even if user doesn’t 
view it. If demo takes too long can say one sentence abt it then go next slide already. 
  
Schedule: 
-          Don’t need to talk about the planned ones. Then show then press next then say those in 
red are the changed ones. Then can highlight a few things to say about the most major change 
-          Highlight that we will be doing 2 live trails in the schedule 
UAT 
-          UAT slide 1: have another slide to say that we conducted 3 trails.  UAT 1 2 3, the dates: 
after acceptance, before acceptance 
-          Put label for task in the UAT 2 
-          Put goal before test plan 
-          Include participants demo: Number of students, their profile, what they looking at, give 
some stats about participants and details on the UAT they doing 
-          7, 7.63(just put 7.6) come up with a better visual representation of this to show it is out of 
10. 
-          Mention how we improve from the findings 
-          UAT 2 result quantitative results axis not labelled 
-          No need table for UAT 2  
-          Name the average sponsor timing instead of just Avg 
 



Metrics 
-          Label x and y axis for the graphs 
-          Burndown chart: Why u didn’t change your estimated story points after knowing there 
would be changes for the mobile app development process 
-          Question that may be asked: at major milestone, if you re-estimate your story points, would 
you get a better estimate? 
-          Cut off the line for sprint 11 onwards (burndown chart) for the orange line 
-          Put red dot to indicate where we are currently on the burndown chart 
  
  
Risk management + change management (just show and say no time then skip) 
-          People are resistance to changes 
-          What if new staff don’t have the new phones and they are using a very old phone? 
-          What if they GPS fails? 
-          Think of ways they cannot participate 
-          Mitigation: Do UAT on large range of users including students, can track what phone types 
they using and there are no bugs or they reported a few bugs. Training sessions for the admins 
so they be familiarised with the new application and process and regular feedback sessions with 
them 
-          Just choose 2 or 3 risk 
-          Color code the risk. High risk put red color 
 
Change mgmt./ scope 
-          Present more clearly that we changed from react native blah blah 
-          Change the technology 
  
Xfactor: 
-          Put 3groups under 24 participants 
-          Put 6 unique hotspots 
-          Put 2 live trails (for finals) 
  
Reflection: 
-          Show fun stuff 
  
Things we didn’t highlight in the slides 
-          Wefie 
-          Geofencing 
-          Ask them each task how many minutes they took for comparison 
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